Musings from a Patient Questionologist: How might you partner with patients to innovate in your program in (hopefully) Post-Pandemic times?
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AGENDA
Musings from a Patient Questionologist
Musings from a Patient Questionologist:

How might one live a gifted second life?
AT LEAST…..

https://twitter.com/search?q=cardiac%20%20(from%3Apatientispard)&src=typed_query
1. What if rather than patient-centered care, it was patient-partnered care? How might that change how you worked with patients as authentic partners?

2. What if EVERY program had cardiac rehab/therapy graduates as an integral part of your teams? What if they co-created innovations/experiments with the program manager/medical director? How might they help with orienting all new patients?

3. How might treating more like “college” be helpful for patients? (CR graduation theme song, “stop outs” - contacting stating only 6 more months to complete, Alums and giving back, etc.?)

4. How might changing the social identity of those who provide CR help with under-utilization—what if there were programs for minority students to join the field?

5. What if cardiac rehab/therapy graduates were offered to meet with local dog shelters to keep them walking after graduation? What about other “tiny experiments” - take BP in a circle with a “question of the day” to build a community, opportunities for finding “lunch buddies, workout partners, card players, other shared activities, etc?”
WHAT IF MICR STARTED THE MOVEMENT FOR PATIENT PARTNER INNOVATORS IN CR???
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